
Employees say the Galleri test is 
the #1 ranked health benefit, and 
as important as 401(k) matching.1, 

*

1#
of employees want to 
know if they have cancer 
as early as possible.1, * 

94%

Welcome to multi-cancer 
early detection
The Galleri® multi-cancer early detection test detects a shared cancer signal 

across more than 50 types of cancer, many of which are not commonly screened 

for today.2,† With a simple blood draw, the Galleri test can provide your employees 

early detection insights that can help them be proactive about their health.

What if you could offer your employees 
their #1 ranked health benefit1, *

* GRAIL Data on File GA – 2022 – 0083 – MR. Study demographics included 314 respondents, age 40+, who were employed full-time at
larger organizations.
† The Galleri test does not detect all cancers and not all cancers may be detected in the blood.



The Galleri test is a groundbreaking and potentially life-changing 

advancement in cancer detection. Instead of looking for cancers 

one-at-a-time, Galleri can detect a shared cancer signal across 

more than 50 types of cancer, and predict where in the body the 

cancer is located.2,†

All it takes is a simple blood draw.

Benefits of the Galleri test

The majority of cancers go undetected for too long.11 This often leads to fatal outcomes for your 

employees and higher costs for your company, including significant indirect costs resulting from  

lost productivity.4-8

Treating cancer starts with knowing you have it

Early Cancer 
Detection

Detects a shared cancer 
signal across more than

50 types of cancer

Actionable 
Results 

89% accuracy in predicting the 
cancer signal location, helping 
guide next steps to diagnosis** 

Positive
Employee Experience 

Comprehensively integrates into 
your organization with customized 

services, helping ensure a  
seamless experience

2x
more
than early stage cancer.5 

Treatment 
of late stage 
cancer can cost

invasive cancers 
do not have 
screening tests3

out of3 4

** In the Circulating Cell-free Genome Atlas sub-study (CCGA3), a prospective, case-controlled, observational study that included cancer (n=2823) and non-cancer (n=1254) participants without a 
history of cancer, Cancer Signal Origin (CSO) prediction accuracy was 88.7% for cancer participants with a cancer signal detected.
† The Galleri test does not detect all cancers and not all cancers may be detected in the blood.



The Galleri test complements employees’ routine single-cancer 

screenings. Based on modeled data, it has the potential to 

shift cancer detection to earlier stages, which can result in a 

significant reduction in cancer deaths.9

EXPECTED CANCER STAGE SHIFT TO EARLIER STAGES9 

MODELED DATA

Improve the chances for early cancer detection

All cells, cancer and non-cancer, shed DNA into the bloodstream 

— and different cancers shed DNA into the bloodstream at varying 

rates. The proportion of tumor-derived cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in 

the blood tends to increase as cancer progresses.

The Galleri test analyzes methylation patterns of cell-free DNA 

(cfDNA) in the bloodstream using next-generation sequencing 

(NGS) and machine-learning algorithms. 

How the Galleri test works 

20,000
participants

Sutdied in over 

in the Circulating Cell-free 
Genome Atlas and PATHFINDER 
Studies.  

3x 
more cancers could be 
detected if the Galleri 
test was added to routine 
cancer screenings10
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39%
expected deaths 
averted* in 
detected cancers9

(5-year cancer mortality)

*Based on modeled data from earlier Galleri version, in an elevated risk population age 50-79

Diagnosis by Usual CareGalleri*
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Test request 
through online 

portal (then ordered 
by the provider)

Collection kit 
delivery and  
blood draw

at a local facility

Return of results 
to provider within  
10 business days

of receipt at GRAIL lab

Positive Signal 
Support 

in the event a cancer 
signal is detected 

How it works:  
From helping eligible employees schedule their blood draw to follow-up consultations after they get results, the Galleri test 
experience is designed to support employees at each step: 

galleri.com/employers employer@grailbio.com Scan here for easy access

Important Safety Information

The Galleri test is recommended for use in adults with an elevated risk for cancer, such as those aged 50 or older. The Galleri test does not detect all cancers 
and should be used in addition to routine cancer screening tests recommended by a healthcare provider. Galleri is intended to detect cancer signals and 
predict where in the body the cancer signal is located. Use of Galleri is not recommended in individuals who are pregnant, 21 years old or younger, or 
undergoing active cancer treatment.

Results should be interpreted by a healthcare provider in the context of medical history, clinical signs and symptoms. A test result of  “No Cancer Signal 
Detected” does not rule out cancer. A test result of  “Cancer Signal Detected” requires confirmatory diagnostic evaluation by medically established 
procedures (e.g., imaging) to confirm cancer. 

If cancer is not confirmed with further testing, it could mean that cancer is not present or testing was insufficient to detect cancer, including due to the 
cancer being located in a different part of the body. False-positive (a cancer signal detected when cancer is not present) and false-negative (a cancer signal 
not detected when cancer is present) test results do occur. Rx only.

Laboratory / test information

GRAIL’s clinical laboratory is certified under the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments of 1988 (CLIA) and accredited by the College of American 
Pathologists (CAP). The Galleri test was developed, and its performance characteristics were determined by GRAIL. The Galleri test has not been cleared 
or approved by the Food and Drug Administration. GRAIL’s clinical laboratory is regulated under CLIA to perform high-complexity testing. The Galleri test is 
intended for clinical purposes.


